Religion and the Law
The Ideology, Fundamentals, and Power of World Religions
Containing more than 3,000 unique titles and more than 1.4 million pages which
include books, periodicals, and bibliographies, this database provides a research
platform for the development, history, organization, and fundamental principles of
various world religions. The database includes the Christian Legal Society publications,
an assortment of Canon Law, and rare historical bibles. Also included are more than
40 periodicals, as well as hearings, scholarly articles, bibliographies, and other related
books. This database will grow tremendously as we continue to add new material in the
future.
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History of the Church & State
Religion & Freedom
Jewish Law
Reformation Period
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Early Constitutions of the Church
Religion & Politics
The Bible in Public Schools
American State Papers on Sunday
Legislation
• Rules for Ministers
• Much more!
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FEATURED SUBCOLLECTIONS
Canon Law:

The Canon Law subcollection features more than 500 titles and 200,000 pages that range from titles such as
Expositiones Sive Declarationes Omnium Titulorum Juris Tam Civilis & Canonici (1518) to more contemporary
titles such as Canon Law Collection of the Library of Congress: A General Bibliography with Selective Annotations
(1981).

Church & State

Including more than 460 titles and 200,000 pages of material, this section traces the history of the government
and church back to the third century and includes titles such as Valerian Persecution: A Study of the Relations
between Church and State in the Third Century A.D. (1905). It also covers the controversial subject of the Bible in
public schools.

Christian Legal Society

This subcollection includes nearly 30 titles from the Christian Legal Society (CLS), a non-profit, nondenominational organization of Christian lawyers, judges, law professors, and students who profess to act justly,
love mercy, and walk humbly with God. All publications of the society are included in this subcollection: Religious
Freedom Reporter, Christian Legal Society Quarterly, Christian Lawyer, and Journal of Christian Legal Thought.

Religion and Freedom

With more than 170 titles and nearly 65,000 pages, this subcollection encompasses the rights of church and
free speech. The subcollection includes titles ranging from Essay on the First Pirnciples of Government; and
on the Nature of Political, Civil and Religious Liberty (1768) to more contemporary titles such as Global Human
Rights: International Religious Freedom Policy (2018).

Jewish Law

This is a growing subcollection of more than 160 titles related to Jewish law. Some titles include: Tryal of
the Witnesses of the Resurrection of Jesus (5th ed.) (1678-1761); Code of Jewish Law - Kitzur Shulhan Aruh: A
Compilation of Jewish Laws and Customs (rev. ed.) (1961); and Old Testament Law for Bible Students, Classified
and Arranged as in Modern Legal Systems (1922).

For more information about this database, including pricing, please contact your sales
representative, or contact our Marketing department at marketing@wshein.com or
800-828-7571.
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